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a b s t r a c t

This study mainly focused on the neutronics modeling of bubbles in bubbly flow in boiling water re-
actors. The bubble, ring and homogenous models were used for radial void fraction distribution. Effect of
the bubble and ring models on the infinite multiplication factor and two-group flux distribution was
investigated by comparing with the homogenous model. Square pitch unit cell geometry was used in the
calculations. In the bubble model, spherical and non-spherical bubbles at random positions, sizes and
shapes were produced by Monte Carlo method. The results show that there are significant differences
among the proposed models from the viewpoint of physical interaction mechanism. For the fully-
developed bubbly flow, kinf is overestimated in the ring model by about 720 ± 6 pcm with respect to
homogeneous model whereas underestimated in the bubble model by about �65 ± 9 pcm with a
standard deviation of 15 pcm. In addition, the ring model shows that the coolant must be separated into
regions to properly represent the radial void distribution. Deviations in flux distributions principally
occur in certain regions, such as corners. As a result, the bubble model in modeling the void fraction can
be used in nuclear engineering calculations.
© 2019 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Bubbles formed during the boiling and their distribution in axial
and radial directions are expressed in terms of void fraction dis-
tributions. To effectively use them in neutronic and thermal-
hydraulic calculations, a number of experiments were performed
by the researchers in various channels including rod bundle ge-
ometries in order to comprehend the shapes, velocities and dis-
tributions of bubbles [1e3]. Bubble-layer thickness was
successfully introduced into the void fraction [4]. Distribution
parameter and drift velocity constitutive equations were obtained
for sub-cooled boiling flow in a sub-channel of rod bundle geom-
etry [5], as well. The rod wall and sub-channel geometry effects to
the constitutive equation of drift velocity were added. Even
analytical models for steady, axisymmetric and fully developed
adiabatic flows with two fluid model were tried to develop [6]. But,
Hosakawa et al. [1], who experimentally measured the distribu-
tions of local void fraction and bubble velocity in each sub-channel
in a 4 � 4 rod bundle using a double-sensor conductivity probe,

states that the distributions of void fraction in inner and side sub-
channels depend not only on the lift force acting on bubbles but
also on the geometrical constraints on bubble dynamics, i.e. the
effects of rod wall on bubble shape and rise velocity. In this context,
it has been noticed that there are significant differences between
the models of void fraction distributions (e.g. uniform or varying).
As an illustration, for BWR 8 � 8 fuel bundles at about 40% void
fraction, a maximum decrease of about 150 pcm in the kinf is
calculated due to the presence of Gd rods and control rods leading
to the void heterogeneity [7]. Moreover, the results obtained by
using THERMIT2 and SRAC95 codes in a fuel assembly show that
there is a maximum difference of about 60 pcm in kinf when the
uniform void fraction distribution is compared with sub-channel-
wise void distribution [8]. The effects of using a non-uniform
sub-channel moderator density for the sub-channel of 11 � 11
ATRIUM fuel assembly were discussed in a different work [9]. The
difference in kinf at the beginning of cycle was found to be 806 pcm
due to both high gadolinium concentration and the control blade.
By using CASMO-4, HELIOS/PRESTO-2 andMCNP4C, Jatuff et al. [10]
found that the impact of the void fraction heterogeneity on the
reactivity and pin power distribution can be as high as 200 pcm and
4% for BWR assembly of the type Westinghouse SVEA-96. In the* Corresponding author.
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NUPEC BWR full-size fine-mesh bundle test (BFBT) comparison
analyzes for the understanding and modeling of two-phase flow
behavior in real fuel bundles, uncertainty analyzes were carried out
for the void distribution in the sub-channel and for the critic power
phases [11].

From the neutronic modeling perspective, which also forms the
subject of this study, void fraction representation may differ from
modeling the boiling in the form of bubbles due to their unique
interaction mechanisms and flow dynamics. Besides, neutronic
modeling of bubbles, individually or together, is a quite difficult and
complex task due to their physical properties, phase motions and
geometric shapes. Yet, among the flow regimes (classified as sub-
cooled, bubbly, slug, churn, and annular) observed in a typical BWR
sub-channel, bubbly flow appears to be well understood and can be
modelled by virtue of its relatively simple geometric structure,
predictable flow behavior and relatively known void profile, i.e.
bubbly flow consists mostly of bubbles with a spherical structure at
various radii. They can be simulated inside a sub-channel with an
appropriate void distribution. However, bubble modeling has not
thus far been the subject of any work due to the aforementioned
reasons. This study, therefore, deals with the creation of a physical
(neutronic) modeling of bubbles for the bubbly flow. It is thus ex-
pected that the effects of the void fraction approaches (e.g. uniform
distribution) involved in nuclear engineering calculations on
reactor parameters would reveal.

2. Modeling and method

2.1. Design parameters

Square unit cell structure was selected for the bubble modeling
because of its relative simplicity in geometry. Of the unit cell,
geometric and material design parameters are from BWR PB-2 of
the UAM comparative analysis [12] whereas thermal-hydraulic
design parameters are from the BWR Turbine Trip (TT) bench-
mark study [13]. Moderator density is calculated from Eq. (1) due to
void fraction dependency. The design parameters are given in
Table 1.

2.2. Characteristics of bubbles in bubbly flow

In a two-phase flow, average phase density of a homogeneous
mixture inside a control volume can be written in the form of Eq.
(1). When the phase densities are assumed uniform in the volume,
mixture density equals to

〈r〉 ¼ harvi þ hð1� aÞr[i ¼ arv þ ð1� aÞr[ (1)

It should be noted that bubbles in a sub-channel move contin-
uously in the directions of r, q and z. Therefore, the void fraction
occupied by k-phase averaged over a specific control volume and
time interval should be expressed by Eq. (2).

〈a〉 ¼ 1
VDt*

ðtþDt*=2

t�Dt*=2

∭
V
akdVdt (2)

However, radial void distribution becomes important in sub-
channel boiling as bubbles accumulate at the center of the sub-
channel as in BWR case. In the case of bubbly flow in a cylindrical
tube, the distribution of bubbles over time and position bounded by
the radius of the tube can expressed by Eq. (3) [14].

ak � akw
ak0 � akw

¼ 1�
�

r
Rw

�n

(3)

where 0 and w subscripts indicate the values of k-phase in the
center and tube wall, respectively, Rw is the radius of the tube and r
is the radial distance. Noting that the exponential power n depends
on the flow type, the void fraction, the velocity of the bubbles in the
liquid. However, a value of 7 for n is typically used for a fully-
developed bubbly flow. When this expression is rearranged for a
sub-channel (as a unit cell) illustrated in Fig. 1, radial void distri-
bution, Eq. (4), becomes [5].

aðr; qÞ ¼ac0

2
41�

8<
:1� P0 � 2R0 cos q� ffiffiffi

2
p

P0 � 2R0
�
cos q

9=
;

n

�
�
1�

�
1� 2r cos q

P0 � 2R0 cos q

�n�35
(4)

Where P0 is the unit cell pitch, R0 is outer radius of the fuel rod, q
is the angle between x-axis and [, ac0 is the maximum void fraction

Table 1
Design parameters of BWR PB-2 unit cell.

Parameter Unit Value

Pitch mm 18.75
Fuel pellet diameter mm 12.1158
Fuel pellet material UO2

Fuel density g/cm3 10.42
Fissile content w/o 2.93
Clad outside diameter mm 14.3002
Clad thickness mm 0.9398
Clad material Zircaloy-2
Clad material density g/cm3 6.55
Gap material He
Moderator/coolant material H2O
Operating Pressure MPa 7.2
Fuel temperature K 900
Clad temperature K 600
Moderator/coolant temperature K 557
Moderator/coolant density kg/m3 Eq. (1) Fig. 1. Sub-channel geometry considered for bubble distribution.
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at the corner of the sub-channel and

R0 � r � P0
2 cos q

Plots of the radial void distribution according to Eq. (4) are given
in Fig. 2(a) for n ¼ 7 and a ¼ 15% in the range of q ¼ 0 and q ¼ p/4
and in Fig. 2(b) for various variables.

It is possible to define an average bubble diameter d, in the
simplest form, for bubbly flow, given in Eq. (5) [15], by assuming a
spherical shape. Bubbles are so small enough that surface tension
forces make them spherical.

d ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
7:54

p
dmax

3
(5)

According to the vertical flow regime map (Fig. 11.4) given in
Todreas and Kazimi [16] for the BWR design tabulated in Table 1,
void fraction of the bubbly flow is in the range of 0e0.25. The
maximum diameter of the bubbles corresponding to this flow
(Table 11.3) is dmax < 5 mm. Inserting this information into Eq. (5)
yields an average bubble diameter of about 3 mm. This value
agrees very well with the experimental results [17] for small bub-
bles measured for bubbly flows.

In addition to the average bubble diameter, mean temperature
of the bubble (Tb) required to maintain the continuity of a bubble
with a radius of rb at a constant temperature and a pressure (P[)
needs to be determined from Eq. (6) [16].

Tb � Tsat ¼ RTbTsat
hfg

ln
�
1þ 2s

P[rb

�
(6)

where s is the surface tension, Tsat is the saturation temperature at
the liquid pressure P[, R is the gas constant and hfg is the specific
enthalpy. Using the above information, the void distribution can be
simulated in different ways: in the forms of homogenous, rings and
bubbles.

2.3. Modeling of coolant density variation

2.3.1. Homogenous model
As a simplest approach, the homogenous model, widely used

due to making the modeling easier, is based on modeling of the
coolant/moderator at a uniform density in all direction. The density
of the coolant is calculated by using Eq. (1) by preserving the
average void fraction over a control volume (unit cell).

2.3.2. Ring model
In the ringmodel, the coolant is represented as rings (regions) to

reflect the density variation in radial direction. To understand this
modeling effect, single ring is selected as a reference calculation.
Remember that defining the coolant as a single region also corre-
sponds to the homogenous model. The rings are of equal thickness.
No criterion is applied to increase the number of rings. A repre-
sentation of the model is shown in Fig. 3. The thickness of the rings
is either fixed (as in this study) or equal-volume or determined
from the gradient-based method. It is expected that other methods
would also yield the same results after a certain number of regions.
Density of each ring is calculated by using Eq. (7)

ha〉i ¼

ðR2

R1

ðp =

4

q
aðr; qÞrdrdq

ðR2

R1

ðp =

4

q
rdrdq

(7)
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Fig. 2. Radial void distribution (a) at one-eight of the unit cell (b) for various variables.
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Fig. 3. Ring model for the coolant region.
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where q ¼ cos�1
�

P0
2�ðrþR0Þ

�
and, R1 and R2 are inner and outer

radius of any ring.

2.3.3. Bubble model
Modeling the coolant density variation in the form of bubbles

needs very unique perspective as sizes and positions of the bubbles
inside the coolant is random due to nature of boiling process. In the
bubble model, bubbles individually exist inside the coolant by
representing a volume of void (superheated water) and have their
own thermodynamic properties. To overcome such a problem,
Monte Carlo method is implemented to randomly determine
bubble’s locations, sizes and shapes, and also to calculate occupied
volume by non-spherical bubbles.

To estimate the bubble’s locations, the distance from the center
of the fuel rod to the edge of unit cell, denoted by [ and labeled in
Fig. 1, is firstly estimated by Eq. (8)

[ ¼
h� ffiffiffi

2
p

� 1
�
� xþ 1

i
�
�
P0
2

þ rb

�
(8)

where x is a random real number varying between 0 and 1. [ is the
function of q varying from 0 to p/4. Inserting Eq. (8) into Eq. (9)
yields the angle between x-axis and position of the bubble.

m ¼ cos q ¼
�
P0
2

þ rb

�	
[ (9)

Note that a bubble radius is added to the above equations to
form non-spherical bubbles. The radial void distribution is
expressed in Eq. (3) for a cylindrical hollow tube. It needs to be
reformulate for a cylindrical annular tube, more like an equivalent
cylindrical unit cell where a fuel rod is located at the center. The
distribution function away from the fuel rod surface becomes as
follows

FðrÞ ¼
�
r � R0
[� R0

�n

(10)

For R0 � r � [. As can be seen, the distribution treats as cumu-
lative distribution function by ranging between 0 and 1. Then,
applying direct samplings yields

�
r � R0
[� R0

�n

¼ h (11)

where h is a random real number ranging from 0 to 1. Thus,

r ¼ Ro þ ð[� RoÞ � h1=n (12)

Finally, x and y coordinates of the center of a bubble with radius
rb is obtained from

x ¼ r � m� ð � 1Þb

y ¼ r �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� m2

q
� ð � 1Þz

(13)

where n, the exponential power given in the void distribution
function, is a real number between 0 and ∞. z and b are integer
random numbers, as 0 or 1, and used to position the bubble in any
quadrant of the coordinate system. Position of the bubble on the z-
axis is simply calculated from Eq. (14)

z ¼ ð2z� 1Þ �
�
h
2
þ rb

�
(14)

where z is a random real number ranging from 0 to 1. The height of
the unit cell, h, is assumed to be 1 cm. Using the definitions of

bubble volume (Vb) and the associated void fraction (ab), void
fraction occupied by a full bubble in the coolant with Vc volume
becomes:

ab ¼ Vb
Vc

¼
4pr3b

.
3�

P20 � pR20
�
� h

(15)

It is assumed that no bubbles touch each other. On the other
hand, not all bubbles have a full sphere-shaped as they intersect
with the edges of the unit cell and/or the fuel rod surface. Vol-
umes of these bubbles (like Viviani’s curve or partial sphere) are
precisely calculated using hit-or-miss Monte Carlo technique
with a negligible computational error of 0.0001 cm3 from the real
value; therefore, bubbles with a volume of less than 0.0001 cm3

is ignored in modeling and is re-modelled. The volumes are
enclosed by the following equations: the sphere surface with rb
radius and/or cylindrical surface of a fuel rod and/or unit cell
surfaces.

8<
:

ðx� xbÞ2 þ ðy� ybÞ2 þ ðz� zbÞ2 ¼ r2b
ðx� x0Þ2 þ ðy� y0Þ2 ¼ R20
�P0=2 � x � P0=2;�P0=2 � y � P0=2;�h=2 � z � h=2

(16)

As a result, total void fraction occupied by the entire bubbles
with different size and shape becomes

a ¼
X
i

abðiÞ (17)

2.4. Calculational procedure for bubble model

In the analyses, bubbles were randomly formed inside the
sub-channel geometry by using Eqs. (8)e(14). Void fraction of
each produced bubble was calculated by Eq. (15) after the
analytical or Monte Carlo volume calculation. The temperature
and density of the bubble were obtained from Eq. (6) by using
the relevant values given in Table 1. The total void fraction of the
sub-channel was estimated from Eq. (17). Number of bubbles
(nb) was increased until the total void fraction reached a
maximum void fraction (a0) and then the sub-channel model
was finalized. Subsequently, an (MCNP) input file was prepared
using the information of the position, temperature and density
of each bubble. Upon MCNP run, the tallies such as kinf and re-
action rates were extracted from the output file. An illustration
of MCNP model formed by the aforementioned technique is
given in Fig. 4.

Although an average bubble diameter obtained from Eq. (5) was
used in the study, effects of different void fraction, radial void
distribution and bubble diameter on the reactor parameters were
also examined. In addition to the fixed bubble radius, a randomly
varying bubble diameter was studied in order to estimate the range
of deviation from the homogeneousmodel. The studied parameters
are shown in Table 2. n ¼ 1 means that bubbles can settle into
anywhere with equal probability.

It should be noted here that a single sub-channel model is
regarded as an instant view of the unit cell. In fact, bubbles in a real
sub-channel move constantly in the direction of r, q and z
depending on the time. This motion is defined in void fraction as a
time-averaged value given in Eq. (2). Unluckily, there is no way to
simulate a moving system in MCNP. Instead, to obtain the time-
averaged void fraction, a set of sub-channel models (ns) were
generated until an average of kinf of the models converged. Average
kinf is expressed in the form of
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kaveinf ¼ 1
ns

Xns

i¼1

kinf ðiÞ (18)

with a standard deviation of

s ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
ns

Pns

i¼1

�
kinf ðiÞ � kaveinf

�2
ns � 1

vuuut
(19)

The standard deviation is selected as a convergence criterion.
The modeling stops when the deviation (ds) in the standard devi-
ation is less than 1 pcm. This value ensures that there would be no
bias on the kinfave valuewhen compared with the computational error
of about 10 pcm in kinf. Results of bubble model were compared
with the results of homogenous model. The computational flow
chart for the bubble model is shown in Fig. 5.

Monte Carlo calculations for neutron transport were carried

out by using MCNP6.1.1 [18] code. For criticality analysis, up to
120000 source neutrons per cycle, 100 passive cycles and a total
of 600 cycles were used. This thus yields the computational er-
rors of kinf in the homogenous, ring and bubble models are less
than 2, 6 and 9 pcm, respectively and a relative standard devia-
tion no more than 0.1% in the reaction rate tally cards.
Temperature-dependent neutron cross-section libraries used in
MCNP were produced using NJOY99 from the ENDF/B-VII.1 li-
brary. The S (a, b) approach was used for the interactions of
neutrons in water and fuel regions. The “white boundary condi-
tion” was used at the surfaces of the unit cell since the periodic
boundary condition was not applicable due to the fact that
presence of the bubbles preclude the creation of a repetitive
geometry. It is important to note that, the smallest bubble radius
in modeling needs to be limited since the computational error in
the reaction rate tallies of bubbles as well as computing time
increases as the bubble radius decreases. Therefore, for the
aforementioned neutron history, minimum bubble radius was
obtained to be 0.5 mm yielding no more than 10% error, the
recommended value in MCNP for reliable results.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Homogenous model

Change of excess reactivity with void fraction is plotted in Fig. 6.
Void fraction is changed from 0 to 25% by inserting into Eq. (1). The

Bubbles

Fuel rod

Water

Water

Fuel rod

Fig. 4. Bubble model in MCNP: radial (left) and axial (right) views.

Table 2
Parameters studied in the bubble model.

Parameter Unit Value

Flow type Bubbly
Bubble diameter (db) mm �4
Void coefficient % �25
Exponential power (n) 1e7
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Fig. 5. Computational flow chart for the bubble model.
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relationship between reactivity and void fraction seems quasi-
linear as in the relationship between the void fraction and the
density. It can be expressed in the form of second order polynomial
with an R squared value of 1 as follows

rexcessðaÞ ¼ �1:551� 10�5 � a2 þ 8:161� 10�4 � aþ 0:2535
(20)

where a is the void fraction (%). Excess reactivity decreases with
increasing void fraction due to negative void feedback (reducing
thermalization). Normalized thermal and fast flux distributions
are illustrated in Fig. 7. The distribution has a one-eight sym-
metry. The highest thermal flux was calculated at the corners of
the unit cell. Fast flux is simply opposite of the thermal flux
distribution.

3.2. Ring model

For different values of a and n, variation of dk (from the ho-
mogenous model) by number of regions is displayed in Fig. 8. It is
calculated that the difference increases with increasing number of
regions and approaches a maximum value after about 30 regions.
At the same a, an increase in n results in a decrease in dk, while at
the same n, an increase in a results in an increase in dk. For the
n ¼ 7, the highest difference is found to be about 720 ± 6 pcm at

a ¼ 25%. For the cases of number of region of 30 and n ¼ 7, de-
viations (as percentage change) in two-group flux distributions are
displayed in Fig. 9. The results indicate that thermal flux values of
the ring model are higher than that of homogenous case
throughout the unit cell, specifically up to 0.8% in the form of a
circular belt around the fuel rod. In contrast to thermal flux, a lower
fast flux distribution of up to 1.7% was obtained. This difference falls
by 1.3% in the fuel region. It is understood that the representing the
coolant in the form of rings causes a net effect on the reactor pa-
rameters. This effect may exceed 1000 pcm depending on the used
void profile and fraction.

3.3. Bubble model

Average kinf and its corresponding standard deviation vary with
number of cycles. A sample case selected as a ¼ 15% and n ¼ 2 is
illustrated in Fig. 10. As seen from the graph, kinfave, similarly its
standard deviation, converges and becomes stable after about half
of total cycles. From the results, the kinf

ave at about 100th cycles was
found to be 1.30977 with a standard deviation of 23 pcm. In addi-
tion, it was observed that the distribution of individual kinf values
fits a normal distribution. The distribution obtained for the sample
case is given in Fig. 11. It should be noted that there are also similar
behaviors for all other cases.
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For various void fraction and radial void profile, the converged
kinf
ave values with corresponding standard deviations and dk

[ ¼ kinf
ave e khom] are listed in Table 3. As first noticed from the

table, for a selected void fraction, s value of the kinf
ave is inversely

related to the void profile. Standard deviation, and also kinf
ave, de-

creases as exponential power increases. In other words, kinfave less
fluctuates. It can be concluded that as the bubbles form near and/
or on unit cell surfaces, neutron thermalization and thus the kinf

ave

reduces, even in the same void fraction. Spatial effects become
important. It is also understood that the standard deviation de-
pends on void fraction. For a selected exponential power, kinfave

value decreases as the void fraction increases. This is consistent
with the results presented in the homogeneous model due to
reducing coolant density. Lastly, standard deviation and kinf

ave in-
crease as the bubble dimeter increases. As the bubble radius
decreases, the deviation from the homogenous model increases.
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The smaller bubble, the less thermalization. In the case of further
reduction in the bubble radius, that is, radius goes to zero, the
bubble model may be expected to approach the homogenous
model, dk / 0. However, the opposite is the case. This situation
may be attributed to the dynamics of Monte Carlo method used
in modeling bubbles. Considering the bubbles placed according
to the distribution function and the non-contact conditions, the
smaller bubbles accumulate locally and quantitatively more in
places closer to the unit cell surface than the larger bubbles. This
negatively affects the thermalization, thus reducing the kinf value.
For the average bubble radius (rb ¼ 1.5 mm) used in this study, dk
is found to be about 35 ± 9 pcm but 65 ± 9 pcm for n ¼ 7. These
results imply that bubble radius and void profile has a significant
effect on the interaction of neutrons. Random diameter with

equal probability (lowermost row) gives the same results with
the results of a ¼ 15% and rb ¼ 0.15 cm.

For various void fractions, variation of dkwith exponential power
is illustrated in Fig. 12. As the exponential power increases, that is,
the bubbles pile up mostly around the unit cell periphery, deviation
from the homogeneous model increases. In addition, the void frac-
tion has an effect on the dk. The highest difference is observed at a
void fraction of 15%. For less than 15% void fraction, n ¼ 1 causes the
lowest difference, while n¼ 2 for higher than 15% void fraction. For a
selected exponential power, the results show that deviation from the
homogenous model decreases up to 15% and then increases sharply.
Themain reasonmay be explained by the fact that bubbly flow shifts
towards slug flow after 15% or a transition flow occurs. In spite of
same decreasing trend of the deviation in dk, the bubbles are more
tightly packed toward the unit cell surface when the void fraction is
getting higher. Therefore, the void distributions used in this study
may not be appropriate for the transition. As the bubble sizes
become smaller, the bubbles become transparent to the neutrons,
which can be thought of as another reason. However, in this case, the
kinf
ave value should have increased, not decreased, as the neutrons will
exist more in the denser medium.

As shown in Fig. 13, the bubble model, obtained for n ¼ 7,
prominently deviates from the homogenous model. Deviations in
flux distributions is more pronounced in certain regions, such as
corners. The difference in thermal flux reach up to �1.5% at the
corners whereas up to 0.6% at the center of the unit cell surfaces.
The reason for the reduction at the corners is the accumulation of
more bubbles in this region. Therefore, a less dense area consti-
tutes, thus causing less thermalization. Although the difference in
fast flux is not as high as in thermal flux, it increases at the locations
where the thermal flux decreases, and increases at the locations
where it decreases. Maximum difference is observed to be
about �0.25% at the corners and center of unit cell surfaces.

Table 3
Converged kinf

ave values for various void fractions and profiles.

a (%) rb (cm) n kinf
ave sa (±pcm) dkb [ ¼ kinf

ave e khom] (pcm)

5 0.15 1 1.32943 15 0
2 1.32932 17 �11
4 1.32925 15 �18
7 1.32920 12 �23

homogenous 1.32943
10 0.15 1 1.32027 19 �3

2 1.32007 19 �23
4 1.31995 18 �35
7 1.31992 15 �38

homogenous 1.32030
15 0.15 1 1.31008 23 �4

2 1.30977 23 �35
4 1.30962 20 �50
7 1.30948 14 �64

homogenous 1.31012
20 0.15 1 1.29871 24 30

2 1.29842 25 1
4 1.29817 20 �24
7 1.29798 20 �43

homogenous 1.29841
25 0.15 1 1.28621 24 49

2 1.28587 23 15
4 1.28559 23 �13
7 1.28535 24 �37

homogenous 1.28572
15 0.05 2 1.30949 11 �63

0.10 1.30962 14 �50
0.15 1.30977 23 �35
0.20 1.30986 32 �26
0.05e0.20 (random) 1.30979 22 �33

a This value is calculated from Eq. (19).
b Computational error of dk is about ±9 pcm.
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4. Conclusion

The homogeneous model show that excess reactivity has a
linear relation with void fraction. The results of the ring model
indicate that coolant region must be divided into at least 30 rings.
This number can be reduced by using the gradient-based method.
In the ring model, the deviation in dk from the homogenous model
increases as void fraction increases, and decreases as n increases.
For the fully-developed bubbly flow, kinf is overestimated by about
720 ± 6 pcmwith respect to homogeneousmodel. Furthermore, the
thermal flux at any point on the unit cell is higher while the fast flux
is lower.

In the bubble model, the results show that the converged kinf
ave

values and its corresponding standard deviations strongly depend
on the bubble size, bubble position, void fraction and void profile.
Standard deviation reduces as exponential power increase and in-
creases as the void fraction increases. Deviation in dk increases with
increasing exponential power and decreases with increasing bub-
ble radius. On the other hand, as the void fraction increases, the
deviation increases until 15% and then decreases swiftly due to the
beginning of a bubbly-to-slug flow transition after 15%. It appears
that there is a strong but sophisticated relation between the flow
properties and the distribution of kinf. However, this relationship
has a normal distribution. For the fully-developed bubbly flow at a
void fraction of 15%, kinfave and its standard deviation is calculated to
be about �65 ± 9 and 15 pcm, respectively.

When the void fraction is modelled as bubbles, an average kinf
value that fluctuates resulting from the motion of the bubbles is
found, instead of a single kinf value obtained in homogeneous and
ring models. This indicates that there is an oscillation in the criti-
cality multiplication factor of the reactor in a real fuel channel. The
magnitude of this oscillation differs by the flow regime type.

Bubbly flow was investigated in this study since it is relatively
simple to model. However, it should be noted that assorted flow
regimes are observed throughout the channel. As an example, for
the slug flow, shape of the bubbles shifts from the ideal spherical
form to a cylindrical form with semi-sphere cups at the tips. In
addition to the shape, sizes of bubbles are quite unlike compared to
the bubbly flow as well as positioning inside the sub-channel. Due
to these reasons, the local effects would be significant in neutronic
calculations. In a follow-up study, the effects of other flow regimes
on the reactor parameters are to be examined. The following phase

of this study is going to carried out in a full-length fuel channel to
observe the combined effects of different flow types. The change in
reactor parameters at 15% void fraction in bubbly flow is quite
interesting. It is obvious that this change, indicating a transition
flow, requires a more detailed investigation.

In this study, bubbles were simulated in the form of perfect
spherical structure. Experimental studies, however, show that
bubbles slightly differ from the spherical shape. It is clear that this
difference will cause somewhat influence on the kinf values calcu-
lated in the section of the bubble model. However, the magnitude
of this effect cannot be known at this stage since the literally
modeling of such a structure is nearly impractical.

To sum up, it is understood that the bubble model gives closer
results to the homogeneous model whereas the ring model gives
more distant results. It should be noted that, this does not imply
that the homogeneous model is the correct approach. It is found
that spatial effects are important in local values such as flux dis-
tribution even if they are not seen in the global values such as kinf.
Compared to the homogenous model, neutrons are less thermal-
ized (under-moderated) in the bubble model, while more ther-
malized (over-moderated) in the ring model. In terms of the
interaction of neutrons, it is observed that there are notable dif-
ferences between neutron transport in a medium with a uniform
density and neutron transport in a layered medium the density of
which gradually decreases, or neutron transport in a medium
containing local sharp density changes at short distances. As a
result, the bubble model in modeling the void fraction can be
considered as an important step and used for accurate and precise
neutronic, thermal-hydraulic and safety calculations in nuclear
engineering.
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